Abstract Transparency is a key emerging requirement in modern businesses and their information systems. Transparency refers to the information which flows amongst stakeholders for the purpose of informed decision-making and taking the right action. Transparency is generally associated with positive connotations such as trust and accountability. However, it has been shown that it could have adverse effects such as information overload and affecting decisions objectiveness. This calls for systematic approaches for transparency to ensure its cost-effectiveness and avoid such adverse side effects. This is especially true considering that the relatively few works in the literature on transparency requirements have focused mainly on making information available and accessible and have paid little focus on the information receivers' side and making it meaningful for them. In this paper, we reflect on our previous research on transparency and its multi-faceted constructs and review multi-disciplinary conceptualisation and propose four reference models which are meant to form a holistic conceptual baseline for transparency requirements in information systems. These reference models cover transparency actors, transparency meaningfulness, transparency usefulness, and information quality in transparency. We also discuss the interdependencies amongst these four reference models and their implications for requirements engineers and information system analysts. As a proof of concept, we analyse a mainstream transparency document, the United Kingdom Freedom of Information Act, in the light of our reference models and demonstrate the need to consider transparency more holistically and the need to include the information receiver's perspective and the inter-relations amongst various properties and constituents of transparency as well. We then highlight areas of improvement informed by our analysis.
Introduction
Transparency is derived from the Medieval Latin word ''transparentum'' and means showing light through [77] . Therefore, it is figuratively used to mean ''being easily seen through''. In its current usage, however, transparency is sometimes defined as ''the open flow of information'' [30] and ''the release of information by institutions that is relevant to evaluating these institutions'' [20] . Consequently, transparency is considered to be a requirement of businesses and their information systems, as it allows for making them accountable to their stakeholders and measuring their trustworthiness through their disclosure of relevant institutional information [61] .
The positive connotation normally associated with transparency implies that it is a desirable quality and that it is always desirable for people and institutions to be transparent [50] . However, transparency might have adverse effects in certain cases as well. For example, it has been indicated that if precautionary steps are not taken towards providing transparency, transparency efforts may have a negative effect if clinicians avoid discussion because of the fear of feeling exposed or further upsetting patients and their families [39] . Consequently, precautionary steps in transparency provision should exist so that such adverse effects are minimised.
Transparency has been the subject of study in various domains, and there is a rich body of literature supporting it. In the domain of requirements engineering, however, transparency is currently under-researched and there has been a lack of conceptual models and rigorous methods which can be utilised for managing transparency. Furthermore, transparency is sometimes researched along with other information-related concepts, such as trust and privacy. Therefore, peculiarities and subtleties inherent to transparency, such as information overload and interpretability, are rarely paid scholarly attention to.
Moreover, transparency can be viewed as a regulatory or voluntary requirement. Regulatory requirements are generally about the compliance between system requirements and regulatory constraints. Such constraints could be enforced by law [24, 37] or they could be quality constraints enshrined perhaps by some form of contract or commitment [54] . Transparency might be seen as a regulatory requirement because laws and regulations may require organisations to be transparent for certain reasons and on certain processes [82] . Transparency can also be seen as a quality constraint, mainly as complying with information availability to the stakeholders who would need them [15] . Transparency could be even twinned with privacy and data protection in the sense of being transparent about the regulations about the right to hide or the obligation to reveal information [29] .
Despite the existence of such established conceptualisations and requirements engineering approaches, little focus has been paid to transparency as an information receiver's requirement in information systems. In other words, information receivers have a wide range of metarequirements on the basic transparency requirements of making information available and accessible. This becomes more important when organisations decide to be transparent on a voluntary basis without the existence of constraints or regulatory requirements. In such cases, the main focus would be making transparency more meaningful and useful to the audience, the characteristic which has not been the main focus of various reviewed works in the requirements engineering literature on information systems. Our work provides a breadth of concepts attempting to pave the way to such a consideration.
A reference model is an abstract framework for understanding important relationships amongst the entities of a certain phenomenon, property, or system [46] . It facilitates the development of a specific reference using consistent standards or specifications supporting that phenomenon, property, or system. A reference model comprises a minimal set of unifying concepts, axioms, and relationships within a particular problem domain. It is independent of specific standards, technologies, or other concrete implementations details, but it intends to provide a common semantics that can be used unequivocally across and between different implementations [46] .
The existence of reference models for a particular concept provides several benefits. First, reference models can facilitate discussion and evaluation and offer a comprehensive outlook on the problem domain. Second, reference models limit the scope of the study on that specific concept by concentrating on particular variables and defining the particular viewpoints which will help analysts and researchers in dealing with that concept. Third, they can be used as a foundation for the design and implementation of that concept. These benefits motivated us to develop a reference model for transparency as a distinct concept highlighting its peculiarities and uniqueness.
In this paper, we propose four reference models for transparency requirements in information systems in order to enable requirements engineers and information system analysts to better manage stakeholders' transparency requirements. These reference models capture: (1) the actors involved in the process of transparency provision and the information flow amongst them, (2) the meaningfulness of the information made transparent through the disclosure of information, (3) the usefulness of such information for a particular audience in terms of providing them with decision-making capabilities through the disclosed information, and (4) the quality of the information disclosed to its stakeholders. Our reference models provide a foundation to measure and manage transparency as a first-class requirements engineering concept. These four reference models are built on top of the initial facets of transparency proposed in our position paper [32] , which are in turn based on our extensive literature study on transparency in multiple disciplines including philosophy, management studies, business administration, journalism, and economy. The goal of our research in transparency, which stems from global trends such as open data movement, is to make quality information available in a meaningful and useful style to the right audience. As a proof of concept, we use our reference models to investigate the United Kingdom (UK) Freedom of Information Act and propose enhancements to it from the perspective of information receivers and transparency seekers.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the previous work on transparency in the domain of requirements engineering. Section 3 discusses our reference models. The first reference model, Transparency Actors Wheel, focuses on information circulation amongst relevant stakeholders. The second reference model, Transparency Depth Pyramid, centres on what constitutes meaningful transparency. The third reference model, Transparency Achievement Spectrum, concentrates on steps which should be taken in order to reach useful transparency. The fourth reference model, Information Quality in Transparency, is borrowed from the work of Kahn et al. [40] and identifies information quality dimensions. Section 4 covers interdependencies that exist amongst these four reference models and their implications for managing transparency requirements. Section 5 investigates the UK Freedom of Information Act with regard to the four reference models and provides a detailed discussion and possible amendments on it. Section 6 concludes this paper and presents our future work.
Background and related work
Transparency is generally defined as the open flow of information amongst stakeholders [30] . Because transparency deals with information, it becomes one of the main attributes of an information system. An information system is defined as a system which is designed to collect, organise, store, and communicate information to its stakeholders [43] . It is the academic study of networks of hardware and software that people and institutions use to accumulate, filter, manage, generate, and disseminate information [38] .
From a requirements engineering perspective, the definition of transparency, based on the above definition, can be formatted as a user story as follows:
As stakeholder A, I want to get information from stakeholder B, so that I can use the information in my decision making.
Or as follows:
As stakeholder A, I want to give information to stakeholder B, so that stakeholder B can use the information in their decision making.
For example, an insurance company customer may need to get some information from the insurance company about their cancellation policies, so that they can decide whether they want to take that insurance product from that company or not. This is an example of transparency for the first user story. For another example, a bank provides information on different current account products and their comparison with each other to the bank customer, so that the bank customer can make an informed decision on what current account product to choose. This is an example of transparency for the second user story.
It can be argued that when one considers transparency as a main focus, they can manage that information flow better. For example, a piece of information could pass the security and privacy constraints, but it may still not provide transparency if it not understandable or actionable by the stakeholders. Catering for properties specific for transparency, such as understandability and information overload, would allow making that information flow economic and useful.
In the field of governance and politics, information transparency is regarded as a requirement of every citizen [3] . In the domain of software engineering, a software system is transparent when it makes the information it deals with transparent, along with its internal functioning process, which are called information transparency and process transparency respectively [16, 17] , and when all its functionalities are disclosed to its users [49] . This is more technically illustrated in requirements engineering, where transparency is generally viewed as a non-functional requirement (NFR) of the stakeholders of a software system. Transparency is considered to be an NFR because it is orthogonal to software functionality since it can be viewed as a quality issue, and because software can work with or without it [17] . It is also advocated that transparency must be dealt with in the context of requirements specification [17] .
However, the literature on transparency as an NFR is scarce. In one of the first works on transparency as an NFR [8] , it is argued that transparency requirements can be managed using the NFR Framework [9] and i* modelling [83] . The authors also conclude that i* modelling is not the final answer to transparency, and certain augmentations might be needed for managing transparency requirements more efficiently with i* modelling.
Furthermore, a transparency ladder is proposed with the aim of helping organisations to distinguish what transparency is and how they can demonstrate transparency [17] . The transparency ladder contains the following five non-functional requirements of accessibility, usability, informativeness, understandability, and auditability, which must be achieved in order to reach transparency. However, it can be argued that the steps in the transparency ladder refer more to separate information attributes that must be fulfilled, rather than steps to achieving transparency, as will be discussed in the next section. Using the NFR Framework, a software transparency softgoal interdependency graph (SIG) is also proposed [17] .
In two other works, transparency is shown to facilitate the elicitation of users' needs and requirements [13, 14] .
Github is provided as an example of a transparent environment, in which users' transparent interactions result in revealing more users' requirements. Furthermore, it has been proposed that Argumentation Framework can be utilised to elicit transparency requirements of stakeholders [63] . However, there has been no work on reference models on transparency within the area of systems analysis and design in general and requirements engineering in particular. The existing models, e.g., the transparency ladder, are partial and are used for a different purpose.
The authors of this paper have also conducted several research works related to transparency in the field of requirements engineering. We proposed an initial model of transparency stakeholders and the information flow amongst them [31] . We also proposed several facets of transparency and categorised them into four groups of transparency stakeholders, transparency meaningfulness, transparency usefulness, and information quality [32] . Based on the facets of transparency, we also devised a modelling language, called TranspLan, which helps requirements engineers and information system analysts in eliciting, modelling, and analysing transparency requirements of stakeholders in business information systems [33] . This paper constructs and proposes four reference models for transparency requirements based on our previous results.
Transparency reference models
In this section, we will introduce our proposed reference models for managing transparency requirements in information systems. These reference models provide a foundation to measure and manage transparency as a first-class concept in information systems and requirements engineering. These four reference models are based on an extensive literature study on transparency in multiple disciplines including philosophy, management studies, business administration, journalism, and economy. The goal is to provide a solid foundation in the management of transparency requirements to make quality information available in a meaningful and useful style to the right audience.
Reference model 1: Transparency Actors Wheel
In order to understand transparency requirements, one essential prerequisite is to identify the relevant actors in an information exchange. Amongst other things, the identification of these actors makes it possible to understand where the information originates, which actors provide the information, which actors receive it, and whether certain channels are used to relay information.
An initial model of information exchange illustrating relevant actors exists, and in this model, which is presented in Fig. 1 (left-hand side), two entities are introduced, information source and information receiver [69] . The source disseminates some information to the receiver, and the receiver provides feedback based on that information back to the source. Based on this initial model, a more complex model of information exchange is proposed in order to fit today's social networks [69] . In this newer model of information exchange, presented in Fig. 1 (right-hand side) , receivers can be a group of separate individuals instead of one person. Furthermore, a new entity called observer can observe the exchanged information and can have access to that. The observer may also engage in these exchanges.
While these models have satisfied the needs of those proposing them, some key elements are missing that are essential for the study of transparency. The first one is the information medium which relays the information. The consideration of an information exchange medium as a technical actor is essential because it is where information can be stored, and is therefore prone to information leakage and unwanted transparency. The example of Ashley Madison website (an online dating service for married people or people in committed relationships) and the problems caused by its hacking is one of the many examples depicting the significance of information exchange media in any transparency model of information exchange. The second missing element is information entity, i.e., the entity whose information is being exchanged. More often than not, information providers provide information which involves other entities, e.g., another person or organisation. It is therefore essential to consider them in any transparency model of information exchange. Third, the nature of information has not been thoroughly investigated in these information exchange models. Not all the information in an information exchange model relates to transparency. This is another point to be considered in a transparency model of information exchange.
The above reasons have been considered in Transparency Actors Wheel, which was initially proposed by the authors [34] and later refined [31] . This reference model proposes four actors in any information exchange model suited for the analysis of transparency requirements and is illustrated in Fig. 2 . These actors are information provider (IP), information receiver (IR), information medium (IM), and information entity (IE). The model further divides the information flow amongst the actors into transparency-related information (TRI) and transparency-unrelated information (TUI), thus distinguishing between them.
It should be noted that in our transparency model of information exchange, IP, IR, or IE do not necessarily refer to one stakeholder. Therefore, IP could be a person, a group of people, an organisation, a group of organisations, or any combination of those. The same rule applies to IM, i.e., IM can be one medium or a group of media fulfilling the role of information processing and relaying.
Transparency Actors Wheel is important for understanding the spread of transparency amongst the actors and for the detection of possible conflicts of interest amongst them [31] . Furthermore, it facilitates the classification of transparency based on its actors. Transparency can be classified into supply-side transparency and demand-side transparency [50] . In supply-side transparency, transparency is supplied by the information provider in two ways: it is either supplied voluntarily, as a means to increase information receivers' trust or increase information providers' accountability [45] , or it is supplied coercively, as a means of complying with legal obligations. In demand-side transparency, transparency is provided in response to demands and public requests, by providing information which is otherwise inaccessible [21] .
The legal obligations of information providers to supply transparency fall into three categories of mandatory transparency, discretionary transparency, and involuntary transparency [64] . Mandatory transparency refers to policies that oblige actors to disclose specific information, e.g., Freedom of Information Act. Discretionary transparency refers to policies that oblige actors to publish some information online, but do not specify what exactly should be disclosed, e.g., the website https://www.data.gov where federal agencies place online high-value datasets of their choice. Involuntary transparency refers to regulatory responses to whistleblowers and information leaks. This last type of supply-side transparency is also classified as non-agent-controlled transparency [44] , where free independent third-party actors, such as the press, disclose information by wilfully investigating and reporting the activities of an agent. The word agent in this context clearly refers to the role of information provider. On the other hand, mandatory transparency and discretionary transparency are agent-controlled transparency, where information is disclosed by an agent in response to some requirements on the agent, such as Freedom of Information acts or personal demands, to make some information about its activities available.
We discuss that demand-side transparency can also fall into two categories of legal demands for transparency and personal demands for transparency. The first category, legal demands for transparency, denotes transparency requirements which are based on laws and regulations, such as Freedom of Information laws. It is important to recognise that such demand-side transparency creates a mandatory transparency on the supply-side as well. The second category, personal demands for transparency, denotes transparency requirements which are personal and as a result, place no obligations on the supply-side to provide transparency. Both categories of demand-side transparency are agent-controlled, because the agent (i.e., the information provider) has control over the amount of information which is disclosed. Apart from the supply-side transparency and demandside transparency, we also advocate that medium-instilled transparency should also be considered. Frequently, the medium used to relay information between an information provider and an information receiver may lead to unwanted transparency as a result of information leakage. As such, this kind of transparency is categorised as non-agent-controlled, because the agent (i.e., the information provider) has no control over the volume of disclosed information. Fig. 3 summarises the discussions above.
Reference model 2: Transparency Depth
Pyramid (meaningful transparency)
Transparency requirements can be divided into three main categories [4] , which represent how meaningful the provided transparency is. These categories are primarily meant to deal with three questions and provide answers to them:
• Data transparency, or questions relating to data, content, and information: These questions primarily answer what information is needed and who are the stakeholders in the context of transparency. For example, in an online email service platform, data transparency reveals whether emails are secured using encryption techniques, or how big the attachments to an email can be.
• Process transparency, or questions relating to processes, behaviours, and interactions: These questions primarily answer how something is performed in the context of transparency. For example, in an online email service platform, process transparency reveals how emails are encrypted to become secure, or how attachments are scanned for malwares.
• Policy transparency, or questions relating to intentions, policies, and decision-making: These questions primarily answer why an action is performed in the context of transparency. For example, in an online email service platform, policy transparency reveals why the size of attachments are limited to a certain amount, or why an encryption technique is needed for securely delivering emails.
It has been pointed out that process transparency usually requires data transparency, and policy transparency usually requires data transparency and process transparency [4] . For example, disclosing why an encryption technique is required for the secure delivery of emails reveals the fact that the emails are encrypted and use an encrypted medium, and may also reveal some information about the encryption processes.
In another classification of transparency, transparency can be categorised as identity transparency, which makes transparent the identity of information exchangers, content transparency, which makes transparent the content and the changes to the content, and interaction transparency, which makes transparent the actions performed during the interaction to a third-party observer [69] . This paper argues that the first two types of transparency, i.e., identity transparency and content transparency, fall into the category of data transparency, as identity and content comprise data, while interaction transparency falls into the category of process transparency, since interactions reveal a process of information exchange.
Proceeding from data transparency to process transparency and policy transparency gives depth to transparency, and the deeper transparency is provided, the more meaningful the information becomes to its stakeholders. Such a shift in transparency provision can lead to positive side effects, such as more trust. For example, it has been argued that citizens trust their governments more when they have access to and understand government decisionmaking processes [4] .
Disclosing the 'why' will help build trust between information receivers and information providers. For example, stakeholders will trust a recommender system more and act upon its recommendations when it provides explanations why it has suggested a particular recommendation to them [65] . It will also prevent a practice known as window dressing, which is manipulating information by readjusting the composition of information. Revealing the reasoning makes it possible for stakeholders to spot possible flaws and also to identify whether the line of reasoning results in outcomes that match the disclosed data. The same argument applies for disclosing the 'how', but at a lower level, since the intentions of information providers remain hidden and only processes are disclosed.
Disclosing the 'how' will expose data cooking as well, which refers to the processing of raw data. Making the processes of providing information transparent to stakeholders means that stakeholders will know where the information is originated from, how it is represented, and how raw information is mediated before it reaches them. As highly mediated information provides greater chances for information misrepresentation and manipulation [50] , it can potentially lead to a sub-optimal information flow [59] , which can jeopardise transparency.
A systematic approach aiming for providing meaningful transparency during transparency management should therefore distinguish between data transparency, process transparency, and policy transparency. Furthermore, the management of transparency also needs to recognise and include other regulations and policies that can affect the disclosure of information. It needs to find the answers to the following questions in order to manage the meaningfulness of transparency.
• Does the disclosed information reveal processes and policies? How does such disclosure help stakeholders in their decision-making? Several studies define transparency as the extent to which one entity discloses relevant information about its own decision processes, procedures, performance, and functioning [12] . In order to provide process and policy transparency for the management of transparency requirements, the disclosed information should be analysed and categorised accordingly. The processes should be linked to data, should provide procedures upon request to avoid information overload, and should be presented clearly in a systematic way, e.g., chronologically. Policies should be linked to data (and processes), should provide reasons upon request to avoid information overload, and should be presented semantically, e.g., on a cause and effect basis. Feedback loops may be utilised to assist the management of transparency requirements in finding any discrepancies between data and processes/ policies and of outdated or emerging requirements.
• Does the disclosed information reveal stakeholders' identity information? What anonymity regulations exist that must be considered in managing transparency requirements? Concerning data transparency, it is also important to know whether it reveals any identity, self (i.e., personal), or hidden information, or that the data contains none of these elements. Revealing identity information can diminish, if not demolish, the anonymity of stakeholders where it is also a requirement of the stakeholders to remain anonymous. For example, in forums where people are expected to openly criticise an organisation's policies, transparency requirements must be governed by anonymity regulations.
• Does the disclosed information reveal stakeholders' self information? What privacy regulations exist that must be considered in managing transparency requirements? This is where transparency and privacy intersect and transparency may threaten stakeholders' privacy [48] . As revealing self information can endanger stakeholders' privacy requirements, it must be ensured at early stages of system analysis that the revealed data complies with privacy regulations by a systematic analysis of the disclosed data during the management of transparency requirements [7] . This should be noted that transparency is not the opposite of privacy, but there are occasions where the two concepts get at odds with each other, leading to conflicting demands between transparency and privacy [56] . Similarly, security and transparency are sometimes viewed as two antagonistic requirements which must be dealt with in the early phases of system analysis [7] . Therefore, transparency must be squared with values such as security and privacy [18] ; otherwise, it can threaten both privacy and security, even though transparency is seen as a positive concept [48] . Consequently, privacy and security are seen as two forces that can affect an organisations transparency [76] .
• Does the disclosed information reveal stakeholders' hidden information? What secrecy regulations exist that must be considered in managing transparency requirements? Revealing the hidden information of stakeholders is in conflict with secrecy practices. Certain organisations, such as for-profit organisations, maintain a level of secrecy in order to have the market advantage over their competitors. However, it has been suggested that while organisations are justified to keep certain information secret, the justifications themselves should be made public and transparent [6] . During the management of transparency requirements, the secrecy policies of organisations must be reviewed as a measure against the disclosure of such information, while justifications for such secrecy regulations should be composed as part of the transparency management. Figure 4 summarises the above discussion by proposing a Transparency Depth Pyramid, which implies a bottom-up structure for providing meaningful transparency from data transparency to process and policy transparency. It also illustrates the regulatory space which includes regulations for governing data, process, and policy transparency.
Reference model 3: Transparency Achievement
Spectrum (useful transparency)
Useful transparency can be achieved when it enables stakeholders to make decisions based on the provided information and act upon them. For example, in the sociological and psychological sense, transparency is defined as gaining information and knowledge about the environment in order to prepare actions and decisions [22] . However, there are many steps between information availability and information actionability to consider. This section of the paper discusses the steps which should be taken towards achieving useful transparency.
Information availability
Information availability is the first step in achieving useful transparency. Obviously, no transparency is achieved if information providers withhold information from relevant information receivers. While making information available to information receivers, information providers should ensure that information quality is maintained to avoid problems such as wrong information, biased information, incomplete information, and information overload [42] . Correctness [51] , completeness [26] , and timeliness [27] are amongst these information qualities. It has also been noted that information disclosure alone may defeat the notion of transparency, because it can be obfuscating instead of enlightening [58] . Therefore, other steps are necessary to ensure a useful transparency is achieved.
Information interpretation
Information interpretation is the second step in achieving useful transparency. In several cases, the information provided by people, organisations, and government agencies are in forms and structures that are not comprehensible by information receivers. These forms can include cluttered tables, complicated charts, crowded figures, and lengthy texts. End-User Licence Agreements (EULAs) and privacy policies are two examples of such incomprehensible forms of information which need interpretation for the common reader. Therefore, it is usually essential for information providers, or mediators involved in transparency provision, such as journalists and reporters, to interpret the information in a way that can be easily understood by information receivers. As the President of European Parliament said: ''There is no point in putting a report adopted in plenary online if no effort is made to explain it'' [26] . Several studies highlight the importance of interpreting the provided information. For example, it is argued that a public service is called transparent when they inform stakeholders as well as explain their decisions to them [67] . Also, in their open learner model, the authors state that to achieve a useful kind of transparency, providing an interpretive mechanism is necessary to translate the information from a pedagogical perspective (i.e., the information provider's perspective) to a learner's perspective (i.e., the information receiver's perspective) in order to make the information comprehensible [73] .
Since information interpretation can be affected by its mediators, it is essential that mediators present a truthful view of information to information receivers if transparency requirements are to be efficiently met. In any case, it has been observed that the number of mediators should be kept to a minimum, and it is better that information receivers access the information straight from the source rather than from mediators in an attempt to reduce information bias [78] . This, however, may affect information interpretability. Therefore, there is a need to find a trade off between the presence of mediators and their impact on the interpreted information.
Furthermore, given the probable diversity in information receivers' cognitive abilities, in order to manage transparency requirements one may actually have to find several different methods of information interpretation and representation, each of which suiting a different set of information receivers. These methods can then be used during requirements validation and further when the software system is being tested, to verify the success of information interpretation from information receivers' point of view. For example, in order to manage transparency requirements one may validate and test the use of charts and tables to present information systematically (e.g., similar to arrival and departure tables at airports), the use of different colours each with its own meaning (e.g., similar to those used in food industry on products labels), the use of a ranking or rating system to enhance comparison capabilities (e.g., similar to university rankings), and audiovisual aids to decrease reading and learning overhead (e.g., token displays with voice announcement).
Information accessibility
Information accessibility is the third step in achieving useful transparency. While information availability and interpretation are provided by information providers, information accessibility focuses on the ability of information receivers to access information. Sometimes referred to as information visibility [50] , it is the degree to which information can be easily located by information receivers.
Several studies address information accessibility. For example, it is discussed that to achieve transparency, society members should have access to high-quality information [81] . Furthermore, it is maintained that transparency is not fully achieved unless the general public are aware of information availability and know how to access such information [5] .
It should be noted that information availability per se does not guarantee its access [50] . Therefore, it must be ensured during the management of transparency requirements that the information is comfortably accessible by information receivers upon request. Furthermore, from the information receivers' point of view, inaccessible information and unavailable information cannot be distinguished from each other in several cases, because when they cannot access the information they may simply conclude that it is not initially available from information providers. For example, this is the case with lengthy terms and conditions and privacy policies, which usually make it difficult for their readers to locate and access the information they need. Therefore, it should be investigated as part of transparency management whether information availability requests are in reality difficulties in information accessibility.
Information perception
Information perception is the fourth step in achieving useful transparency. It refers to information receivers' perception of transparency once they have accessed the provided information. It acts at the cognitive level of information receivers and is therefore difficult to assess [72] . Furthermore, individual and psychological factors, such as confirmation bias, can influence the perceived level of transparency, as opposed to the actual level of transparency [78] .
Several issues must be noted in dealing with information receivers' perception of information. If information receivers' perception of transparency does not match that of the information providers, useful transparency may fail to be achieved. Furthermore, if the provided information fails to change the already confirmed perception of an information receiver about the information provider, transparency may still not be achieved. Changing people's perception is not an easy task, and it needs continuous exposure to structured information which utilises their information processing methods [41] and it also requires constant social interactions with the people [71] . Since perception is subjective, different information receivers perceive the same information in different ways, and they respond to information according to their own perception [70] .
As a possible solution, some perceptual obstacles may be overcome over time during the management of transparency requirements by putting importance on information receivers' feedback [1] , which may also help in building trust relationships with them [52] , which in turn may result in altered information receivers' perception of information providers. There is also a need for more studies by relevant communities to address the lack of metrics for evaluating information perception related to transparency.
Information understandability
Information understandability is the fifth step in achieving useful transparency. Obviously, information accessibility is a necessary condition for transparency, but insufficient on its own [50] . Therefore, for achieving useful transparency, information should also be understood and comprehended by information receivers. Therefore, understandability is sometimes considered as one of the two crucial dimensions of transparency [30] .
Some studies have mentioned information understandability as one of the steps towards useful transparency. For example, it is pointed out that transparency can only be useful when it enhances understanding, not just increasing the flow of information [80] . Similarly, it has been argued that regulations on transparency must be enforced by governments to make available information more understandable to the public, because without such understanding, disclosed information will provide little de facto transparency [18] .
From a transparency management perspective, the peculiarities discussed in information interpretation applies here as well, but the focus changes from information providers to information receivers. Furthermore, understanding is a complicated, personal experience [11] , which does not necessarily relate to information interpretation. For example, while all students in a classroom receive the same information from a lecturer, their understanding of the subject (even technical subjects which leave little room for personal interpretations) may vary greatly. Therefore, the simplest representation of information should be chosen during transparency management. Alternatively, information receivers should be able to choose from various representations of information the one which maximises their understanding. Furthermore, culture, language, and cognitive abilities can impact understanding and learning [10] and consequently should be considered during transparency provision. Finally, a continuous feedback loop can be provided to information receivers during the management of transparency requirements in order to ensure the interpreted information intended by information providers matches, at least closely, the understood information by information receivers, and then software system adaptation can be planned accordingly.
Information acceptance
While several studies consider information acceptance as an important step in achieving transparency [25, 80] , there are no models or theories tailoring it systematically for transparency. However, several models and theories of individual acceptance, such as theory of planned behaviour, theory of reasoned action, and social cognitive theory already exist, which have been extended to suit other fields of study, such as information technology [79] . Similar research needs to be conducted in the management of transparency requirements.
Similar to information perception, information acceptance acts at the cognitive level of information receivers. Therefore, it is essential that different disciplines, such as psychology, be consulted and collaborated with in order to provide a holistic view of such cognitive aspects of transparency.
Information actionability
Information actionability is the seventh and last step in achieving useful transparency. Sometimes referred to as informed decision-making, information actionability emphasises that transparency becomes useful when the provided information enables information receivers to act upon it, make informed decisions, and therefore make use of the information. Information that does not change perceptions, does not help decision-making, or cannot be acted upon, does not constitute useful transparency.
Information actionability has been discussed in several studies. For example, it is argued that transparency is achieved when decision-makers receive the information essential to make sound decisions [47] . Similarly, it is argued that information availability and accessibility are not enough to reach transparency, and it is necessary for information receivers to do something they find important and valuable based on the provided information [28] . In the same fashion, the importance of information usability, i.e., using the obtained information by information receivers for performing an action or making a decision, is also emphasised [60] .
Improper actions and partial or misled decisions are possible symptoms of where useful transparency has failed to be achieved. They can alert information providers to revise their transparency policies and transparency provision channels and techniques in an attempt to find loopholes and deficiencies. Furthermore, the management of transparency requirements can also benefit from reverse engineering on information receivers' actions and decisions based on the provided information in order to understand whether the information has served its purpose well, i.e., achieving useful transparency. Figure 5 illustrates Transparency Achievement Spectrum, which illustrates the seven steps required in order to achieve useful transparency. For each step, an example of an influential factor is also provided in bubbles inside the reference model. It is worth emphasising that there are several other influential factors related to each step in providing useful transparency.
Transparency usefulness and transparency meaningfulness
It is essential for requirements engineers and information system analysts to recognise the difference between meaningful transparency and useful transparency. While meaningful transparency argues that information receivers must know the actions and reasons behind the provided information [26] , useful transparency discusses that information provision should lead to information receivers' actionability and help in their decision-making processes, or at least to a change in their perception of the information provider [60] . Therefore, with regard to the disclosed information to information receivers, meaningful transparency can be considered as a static property of transparency, while useful transparency can be thought of as a dynamic property of transparency.
Reference model 4: information quality in transparency
Information quality in transparency is a crucial facet, as without it, transparency can hardly be reached. The literature on transparency does discuss the importance of information quality and provides some facets for it [26, 58] . However, the literature on transparency is sometimes ambiguous how these information quality dimensions should be fulfilled and by which stakeholders, and how their fulfilment can be assured. In the following, we briefly discuss four categories of information quality which can be used in transparency and the dimensions associated with them, borrowed from the work of Kahn et al. [40] :
• Sound information represents the quality of the information supplied by the information provider and consists of the following information quality dimensions: free of error, concise representation, completeness, and consistent representation.
• Dependable information represents the quality of the service in providing information by the information provider and consists of the following information quality dimensions: timeliness and security.
• Useful information represents the meeting/exceeding of the information receiver's expectations in the supplied information quality and consists of the following information quality dimensions: appropriate amount, relevancy, understandability, interpretability, and objectivity.
• Usable information represents the meeting/exceeding of the information receiver's expectations in information provision service and consists of the following information quality dimensions: believability, accessibility, ease of manipulation, reputation, and valueadded.
In the following, a brief definition for each of the information quality dimension is provided in an alphabetical order based on the work of Kahn et al. [40] .
• Accessibility: The extent to which information is available, or easily and quickly retrievable.
• Appropriate amount: The extent to which the volume of information is suitable for the task at hand.
• Believability: The extent to which information is considered as true and credible.
• Completeness: The extent to which information is not missing and is of sufficient breadth and depth for the task at hand. • Concise representation: The extent to which information is compactly represented.
• Consistent representation: The extent to which information is presented in the same layout.
• Ease of manipulation: The extent to which information is easy to manipulate and apply to different tasks.
• Free of error: The extent to which information is accurate and dependable.
• Interpretability: The extent to which information is in appropriate languages, symbols, and units, and the definitions are clear.
• Objectivity: The extent to which information is unbiased, unprejudiced, and impartial.
• Relevancy: The extent to which information is applicable and helpful for the task at hand.
• Reputation: The extent to which information is highly regarded in terms of its source or content.
• Security: The extent to which access to information is restricted appropriately to maintain its security.
• Timeliness: The extent to which information is sufficiently up-to-date for the task at hand.
• Understandability: The extent to which information is easily comprehended.
• Value-added: The extent to which information is beneficial and provides advantages from its use.
It should be noted that interpretability and objectivity fall between some of these four categories, although they are categorised as useful information [40] . Objectivity can be categorised in either sound information or useful information, while interpretability can be classified in any of the four categories of sound information, useful information, dependable information, or usable information [40] . Figure 6 illustrates the information quality dimensions and their classifications.
Interdependencies amongst models
The four reference models for transparency provide a holistic view of transparency facets we need to consider during transparency provision. These reference models, however, have some interdependencies amongst each other as well. As there are four reference models, there will be six types of interdependencies in total, obtained by the following formula:
In this section, we will review and reflect upon all these interdependencies. We will use a running example in this Fig. 6 Information quality dimensions [40] section to communicate these interdependencies in a more comprehensible fashion. This running example involves a public relations office inside a financial institute who wants to disclose some information about the institute and their financial activities in the past year to the institute's customers and stakeholders through the institute website. In our example, the financial institute is the information entity, the public relations office is the information provider, customers and stakeholders are information receivers, and the institute website is the information medium.
Interdependencies between information quality dimensions and Transparency Actors Wheel
The information quality reference model clearly distinguishes between those quality dimensions which should conform to specifications, and those which should meet (or exceed) the expectations of the consumer. In this subsection, we will discuss how this distinction can be utilised in an effort to identify which stakeholders are involved in each category of information quality. The first category of information quality relates to those about product quality which conform to specifications, such as having a concise or consistent representation. These quality dimensions can be fulfilled without the need to involve information receivers, though they might be able to help find problems and issues. Information providers can independently ensure the quality of these dimensions. As the provided information is about an information entity, they are also responsible to guarantee the quality of these dimensions. Information medium, similar to information receiver, is also not involved in this category.
In our running example, four information quality dimensions of being free of errors, completeness, concise representation, and consistent representation can be guaranteed by the financial institute and also by the public relations office. They can ensure all reports are correct, all figures have a concise and consistent representation and that the complete set of information is reported to the customers.
The second category of information quality relates to those about service quality which conform to specifications, namely security and timeliness. Similar to the first category, both information provider and information entity are involved in ensuring these quality dimensions. However, information medium also plays a role in this category, as it can affect both the timeliness and the security of the provided information. Guaranteeing these information quality dimensions does not involve information receiver, although they can be helpful in finding issues with these quality dimensions.
In our running example, public relations office may not be able to provide timely information if the financial institute does not provide them with the information in a timely manner. The institute website may also be down, affecting the timeliness of the provided information, or its security might have been compromised, affecting the security of the provided information.
The third category of information quality relates to those about product quality which meet or exceed consumer expectations, such as relevancy and interpretability. Information receivers are mainly engaged here, and only they can ensure whether qualities such as relevancy or understandability of information are achieved. However, two information qualities in this category, interpretability and objectivity, are affected by information provider and information entity as well. Therefore, these two transparency actors are also involved in guaranteeing these information quality dimensions. This is in line with propositions made in the information quality reference model about interpretability and objectivity being borderline dimensions [40] . Information medium, on the other hand, is not involved as it does not affect any of these information quality dimensions.
In our running example, public relations office may interpret the large quantity of data on spreadsheets and annual reports in a way that customers understand and make decisions based on it, while the customers decide whether the provided information has an appropriate amount, is relevant to their decision-making processes, and can be easily understood. As the financial institute creates the information, they can affect the objectivity and the interpretation of the provided information.
The fourth category of information quality relates to those about service quality which meet or exceed consumer expectations, such as believability and reputation. Similar to the previous category, information receivers are mainly involved in this category in deciding whether these information quality dimensions are properly met. However, one information quality dimension, accessibility, is also affected by information medium. Therefore, these two transparency actors should be linked to this fourth category. Figure 7 illustrates different categories of information quality dimensions and transparency actors involved in each category.
Interdependencies between information quality dimensions and transparency meaningfulness
As information pieces are present in data, process, and policy, all information quality dimensions are linked to them. Arguably though, the link gets weaker for those quality dimensions which meet or exceed consumer expectations. For instance, there is no difference in checking completeness in data, process, or policy, and they all follow the same procedure, while for objectivity, one may argue that it is easier to guarantee data objectivity than process or policy objectivity. For those information quality dimensions that meet or exceed consumer expectations, the link is strong with data transparency because it is relatively easy to check data quality, while it gets weak as it moves from data transparency to process transparency, and even weaker with the transition from process transparency to policy transparency, as it is harder to check information quality in processes than data and harder to check information quality in policies than processes. In our running example, the financial institute may make available all the data, processes, and policies within their organisation. Checking for errors and problems in data documents follows the same standards and procedures as process and policy documents. So is the case for guaranteeing that all these documents have a concise and consistent representation, that they are complete, disclosed timely, and to the intended audience (i.e., the security perspective). For customers, on the other hand, it is easier to check whether the data is objective than to check whether the policy is objective, because data documents deal with facts while process and policy documents discuss procedures and goals of the institute which are less tangible to the customers. In the same fashion, documents containing data might be generally more accessible than documents containing processes and policies, might be easier to manipulate as they correspond to spreadsheets, fact sheets, charts, and graphs, and their added value can be more trusted and relied upon. Figure 8 illustrates information quality dimensions and their links to transparency meaningfulness regarding the strength of the links.
Interdependencies between information quality dimensions and transparency usefulness
Each step in Transparency Achievement Spectrum, which denotes the level of transparency usefulness, can be mapped to one or more information quality dimensions, therefore highlighting the interdependencies between the Transparency Achievement Spectrum and information quality reference model. Information availability, as the first step in achieving transparency usefulness, is linked to all information quality dimensions related to information entity and information provider, i.e., free of error, concise representation, completeness, consistent representation, timeliness, and security. This implies that the available information should already meet all the quality dimensions which are expected from information provider and information entity. Information interpretation clearly links to interpretability, while information accessibility has a clear link to accessibility. Information perception has a link to objectivity, as objective information, or its opposite, biased information, can have an influence on information receiver's perception of the provided information [57] . Reputation of the information provider or information entity also plays a key role in information receiver's perception [23] , and is therefore linked to information perception.
Information understandability has a clear link to understandability, but is also linked to the appropriate amount of disclosed information, because studies show that too little or too much information can lead to information starvation and information overload, which in turn will affect the level of understandability in information receiver [74] .
Information acceptance has a clear link to believability and is also linked to the reputation of the information provider or information entity, as their reputation is key to the acceptance of information by their information receivers. Information actionability is linked to relevance, as irrelevant information means the information has no role in information receiver's decision-making [68] . It is also linked to ease of manipulation, because ease of manipulation implies that information is easy to apply to different tasks by information receiver, which makes the information actionable. It is also linked to value-added characteristic, as added value implies that information is beneficial and provides advantages from its use, which again corresponds to actionable information. Figure 9 illustrates information quality dimensions and the earliest step in transparency usefulness where they play their roles.
Interdependencies between transparency usefulness and transparency actors
Different transparency actors play their roles in different steps mentioned in Transparency Achievement Spectrum. Information entity is associated with information availability and information interpretation, as they are the owners or creators of information. They are also associated with information perception, as their reputation can help or harm information receiver's perception of the provided information. The same logic applies to information provider, as they are the source of information provision to information receivers. Information medium is associated with information availability and accessibility. In our running example, availability is influenced by the institute website if the website is down or experiencing technical difficulties. But even when the information is available on the institute website, a bad design might hinder access to such information. Website design issues, such as poor search facilities or too many clicks before the information becomes accessible to information receivers, can harm the ease of access to information.
Information receiver is associated with information accessibility, because the final access to information can also be determined by information receiver's skills and capabilities. In our running example, the financial institute information on their website may simply be inaccessible by some stakeholders who do not possess the necessary knowledge to surf the internet, do not have the Information receiver is also associated with information perception and information understanding, as they are the recipients of the provided information, and information is perceived and understood by them. Information receiver is also associated with information acceptability and information actionability, as they should decide whether to trust and accept the information, and whether the information can be used in their decision-making or their tasks at hand. Figure 10 illustrates transparency actors and their potential roles in different steps of transparency usefulness.
Interdependencies between transparency usefulness and transparency meaningfulness
Transparency meaningfulness is treated differently in different steps of achieving useful transparency. In this subsection, we will investigate these interdependencies. Starting with information availability, it is generally the case that information providers tend to disclose their data more than their processes and policies. There could be several reasons behind this. Some information providers may assume that their recipients simply do not need to know about their processes and policies. In our running example, the public relations office may assume that while Fig. 9 Interdependencies between quality dimensions and transparency usefulness their customers need to know what financial decisions have been made, they do not need to know how or why they were made. Some information providers might consider such information to be irrelevant to their customers, as they include internal processes. Some may think disclosing such information may cause possible information overload to their customers, leading to more confusion and a decrease in decision-making abilities. Some may even think of such information to be confidential, classified, or unpublishable, as it can decrease their market influence when their competitors also get access to such information.
With regard to information interpretability, information containing data is more interpreted than information containing processes or policies. One reason could be that interpretation is a time-consuming and costly practice [36] , and therefore information providers prefer to spend their resources on data interpretation, even though processes and policies may be less straightforward and therefore need more interpretation. In our running example, the public relations office might be more inclined to interpret the data containing the price of shares, their increase or decrease compared to previous years, and future predictions for share prices, rather than interpreting how the market dynamics led to an increase or decrease in share prices and why the market dynamics can influence share prices. Furthermore, information containing data is usually more interpretable than information containing processes and policies, as there is simply more data to be presented than processes or policies. Information accessibility has a direct relationship with information availability, and therefore, data-driven information is generally more accessible than process-driven or policy-driven information.
Information perception is affected by transparency meaningfulness as well, as the data disclosed by information providers is generally more easily perceived than processes or policies disclosed by them. This could be partly due to the fact that processes and policies deal with internal processes that are not necessarily well understood by people [66] . Also, as already stated, data are usually more interpreted than processes and policies, leading to clearer perceptions.
Similar to information perception, data-driven information is better understood by information receivers than process-driven or policy-driven information. The same reasoning for information perception applies to information understandability as well.
With regard to information acceptance, disclosing only data might be less convincing than disclosing processes and policies associated with that data. Knowing the processes and reasons usually makes the information more credible [62] and consequently, more acceptable by information receivers.
Information actionability is also affected by transparency meaningfulness, with the disclosure of processes and policies having a more positive effect and being more influential during decision-making by information receivers. Figure 11 illustrates how transparency meaningfulness is linked to transparency usefulness in each step.
Case study: UK Freedom of Information Act
As a proof of concept, in this section we probe the UK Freedom of Information Act 2000 (henceforth FOIA) 1 , which is officially available in the website of the UK government at the time of publication of this article [75] . We investigate FOIA using our four reference models of transparency in order to find the answers to our research questions, while trying to find out if and how it takes into account the information receiver's (i.e., the public in this case) need for transparency. We discuss the lessons learned and strengths and weak points found in FOIA in relation to our investigation. Where appropriate, we also propose possible improvements to be considered in newer versions of FOIA.
This case study was conducted as follows. Two principle investigators performed a template analysis on FOIA independently and identified loci where FOIA discussed a concept related to transparency. According to their content, these were then linked to each of the reference models. The initial template used by the investigators included the four reference models and the purpose was to validate, extend, and possibly refine the reference models.
The two investigators then compared results and discussed instances where their outcome was different and settled their arguments. Where the argument could not be settled between the two investigators, a third investigator would join in the discussion in order to conclude the argument. When doubts still remained, a fourth investigator was consulted. When questions were raised related to the meaning of specific terms, the law literature and also the experts in the domain were consulted.
During the template analysis, the investigators aimed to find the answers to two research questions: During the template analysis, the following constraint was observed. The investigators were looking to answer these research questions within the conceptual modelling remit so that the focus remains on building information systems for managing transparency requirements.
The investigation of FOIA yielded the following answers to the above research questions. It was found out that the answer to the first research question was positive, i.e., FOIA covers some of the aspects of the four reference models. However, the answer to the second research question was negative, i.e., we could not find any transparency facets or properties in FOIA which was not already captured through one of the four reference models. Consequently, in the following subsections, we investigate FOIA with regard to the four reference models and provide a more in-depth answer to the first research question.
FOIA and Transparency Actors Wheel
We investigated FOIA in search of different actors involved in transparency provision. In FOIA, all four actors identified in Transparency Actors Wheel are present. For example, Part I, Section 1(1), reads:
Any person making a request for information to a public authority is entitled (a) to be informed in writing by the public authority whether it holds information of the description specified in the request, and (b) if that is the case, to have that information communicated to him.
The term ''any person'' in the above refers to the information receiver and the public authority refers to the information provider. It also mentions that the information should be communicated to the information receiver, therefore acknowledging the presence of an information medium for communication. Information entity is the public office whose information is requested, and an extensive, comprehensive list of them is provided in Schedule 1 of FOIA.
Furthermore, the information which flows amongst different stakeholders is divided into the information which brings about transparency (i.e., transparency-related information) and information held by information provider (i.e., public authority) which does not constitute transparency (i.e., transparency-unrelated information). This can be found in Part I, Section 7(1):
Where a public authority is listed in Schedule 1 only in relation to information of a specified description, nothing in Parts I to V of this Act applies to any other information held by the authority.
With regard to the transparency classification, FOIA falls into the category of legal demands in demand-side transparency. The reason is that it is the information receiver, and not the information provider, who initiates the transparency provision by demanding for certain information. However, as it is already mentioned, such a legal demand in demand-side transparency produces a mandatory supply-side transparency as well.
FOIA and Transparency Depth Pyramid
In FOIA, it is mainly the data which is communicated to the information receiver. Little mention of processes or policies can be found explicitly in FOIA. In Part I, Section 17(7)(a), FOIA states that:
A notice under subsection (1), (3) or (5) must contain particulars of any procedure provided by the public authority for dealing with complaints about the handling of requests for information or state that the authority does not provide such a procedure.
Furthermore, in Part I, Section 19(3)(b), FOIA states that:
In adopting or reviewing a publication scheme, a public authority shall have regard to the public interest in the publication of reasons for decisions made by the authority.
With regard to transparency meaningfulness, the following issues must be considered:
• Even when FOIA does not explicitly mention the communication of processes and policies amongst stakeholders, it is conceivable that the information requested by the information receiver may actually contain them. For example, a Freedom of Information request may concern a city council expenditure on a new bridge which may also contain why the decision on building that bridge was made and how it was made in a council meeting.
• In several occasions in FOIA, it has been duly noted that when the requested information will not be available for information receiver or their choice of information medium is rejected, they should be notified of the reasons for such exemptions from information disclosure or the reasons for refusing the information receiver's communication medium. For example, it is acknowledged in FOIA that it is an obligation of the public authority to notify the information receiver of the reasons for not complying for their preferred method of communication [Part I, Section 11(3)].
FOIA and Transparency Achievement Spectrum
FOIA is mainly concerned with the disclosure of information and information availability. This is justified given the fact that FOIA is meant to deal with the legal requirements of information receivers and is not as much concerned with how such information may or may not help their decision-making processes, and effectively be actionable to them. Information availability and information accessibility are the two sides of the same coin, representing two different perspectives of information providers and information receivers with regard to the disclosed information. Furthermore, FOIA views information provision as a service (which will be discussed in the next subsection). Therefore, FOIA is also concerned with information accessibility. This can be observed in the title of Part I, which is ''Access to Information Held by Public Authorities''.
On the other hand, there is no mention in FOIA of information interpretation in a way that can be easily understood by information receivers. Furthermore, FOIA is not concerned with information perception, information understandability, information acceptance, or information actionability. While this is justified, it also means that FOIA does not necessarily result in useful transparency. Information receivers may receive several hundred pages of data in the form of spreadsheet files and lengthy text files which provide no informational value to them, and in some cases may actually lead to more confusion and possible distrust [55] . For example, in the Freedom of Information section of the website of the UK parliament, 2 there is a link to transparency publications in which the member of parliaments' expenditures, allowances, and details of finance policies can be found. This obviously satisfies the FOIA regulations, but the provided information is rarely usable for the common audience and needs financial expertise and journalistic endeavours to interpret and understand.
FOIA and information quality in transparency
FOIA is mainly information provider oriented, and as such, there are no mentions of the information quality dimensions that meet or exceed consumer expectations, such as reputation, relevancy, and believability.
FOIA also is product quality agnostic, as it presupposes that the provided information has the standard and expected quality. Therefore, information quality dimensions such as free of error, concise representation, consistent representation, and completeness cannot be found in FOIA either.
We mentioned earlier that FOIA regards information provision as a service. As such, the two information quality dimensions of timeliness and security can be found in FOIA. As for the timeliness of the requested information, Part I, Section 10(1) states: Subject to subsections (2) and (3), a public authority must comply with section 1(1) promptly and in any event not later than the twentieth working day following the date of receipt.
As for security of the requested information, several loci in Part II of FOIA deal with the exemptions of information provision. Amongst reasons given by FOIA why certain information cannot be disclosed to the public are, to name a few:
• information supplied by, or relating to, bodies dealing with security matters • information regarding national security • information regarding the defence of the UK • information whose disclosure may adversely affect the UK international relations, internal relations within the UK, or the UK economy.
On the other hand, FOIA mentions some of the offences related to attempts to the alteration or concealment of information, in Part VIII, Section 77:
… Any person to whom this subsection applies is guilty of an offence if he alters, defaces, blocks, erases, destroys or conceals any record held by the public authority, with the intention of preventing the disclosure by that authority of all, or any part, of the information to the communication of which the applicant would have been entitled.
One can deduce that this article is trying to prevent disinformation or misinformation. However, since several information quality dimensions are not explicitly stated here, or anywhere else in FOIA, it can be concluded that not much attention has been paid to information quality in FOIA other than what was already discussed.
Discussion on FOIA
While investigating FOIA, we also formed several observations with regard to the transparency requirements of stakeholders, the meaningfulness and usefulness of the provided transparency, and other related issues. In this subsection, we share and discuss some of these observations.
FOIA is mainly associated with mandatory transparency
FOIA distinctly states that transparency requirements, where legally and pragmatically possible, must be met even when the information is maintained by actors other than the main information provider. In FOIA, Part I, Section 3(2)(a) and 3(2)(b), it is stated that:
For the purpose of this Act, information is held by a public authority if (a) it is held by the authority, otherwise than on behalf of another person, or (b) it is held by another person on behalf of the authority.
This illustrates the importance of meeting transparency requirements as a legal demand of information receivers (i.e., demand-side) and as a legal obligation of information providers (i.e., supply-side).
It is important to manage occasions
where transparency should not be provided
There are several occasions where transparency requirements cannot be fulfilled, e.g., when the information deals with national security issues and their disclosure might compromise the national security. These occasions are captured and presented in FOIA as instances of information disclosure exemptions. In fact, about 13 pages of FOIA, which constitute Part II of this act, deal with information which is exempt from disclosure, along with several other places in FOIA where the refusal of transparency request is discussed, such as Part I, Section 17. This implies that any model of transparency should also consider loci where transparency provision is prohibited or limited to certain information receivers [53] . This is also in line with our previous research on transparency requirements, where no transparency is considered as the first level of transparency [31] , and where constructs have been devised to capture and illustrate the prohibition of information disclosure to certain actors and stakeholders [33] .
Feedback channels should exist between information providers and information receivers
FOIA acknowledges that in order for information providers to better understand the information required by information receivers, there needs to be a feedback or communication channel. In FOIA, Part I, Section 1(3)(a) and 1(3)(b) state the need for such a feedback channel:
Where a public authority (a) reasonably requires further information in order to identify and locate the information requested, and (b) has informed the applicant of that requirement, the authority is not obliged to comply with subsection (1) unless it is supplied with that further information.
Therefore, stakeholders should be provided with a feedback channel for the efficient management of their transparency requirements. This is in line with our previous research on the importance of utilising structured feedback to elicit stakeholders' transparency requirements [35] .
Managing transparency requirements is costly
Meeting transparency requirements does not occur without a cost. In fact, meeting transparency requirements can be costly, both in terms of money and in terms of time dedicated to provide transparency. FOIA acknowledges such costs and discusses the possibility of incurring fees on the information receiver's side in Part I, Sections 9 and 13. It also costs time to comply with Freedom of Information requests, which is reflected in Part I, Section 10 of FOIA.
Such costs could potentially discourage both information receivers and information providers from willingly requesting and providing information. Consequently, the automation of the process through software tools and techniques can be a method to reduce both monetary and time costs in the long run. This is in line with our research on the modelling and analysis of transparency requirements and the transparency modelling language we proposed, called TranspLan, which benefits from a mathematical notation and automated analysis [33] .
Transparency is meant to be communicated efficiently
FOIA observes the communication preferences of different information receivers, and obliges information providers to respect such requirements in Part I, Section 11(1)(a):
Where, on making his request for information, the applicant expresses a preference for communication by any one or more of the following means, namely, (a) the provision to the application of a copy of the information in permanent form or in another form acceptable to the applicant … the public authority shall so far as reasonably practicable give effect to that preference.
With the increasing use of digital devices, it is only reasonable to think that some of these communication channels could include digital devices, such as mobile phones, and digital means, such as email. Consequently, using computerised tools, such as the modelling language proposed for transparency requirements [33] , could help increase the efficiency of transparency provision and expand the reach of transparency to more stakeholders.
Transparency provision can become vexatious
According to Part I, Section 14 of FOIA, an information receiver cannot make several subsequent identical or substantially similar transparency requests from an information provider (i.e., a public authority). The time and money costs, plus the burden it puts on the shoulders of the information provider, justifies such a prohibition. While this justification is unobjectionable, the automation of the entire procedure of transparency management (e.g., through the use of structured feedback, crowdsourcing, and social adaptation [35] ) could remove this obstacle and satisfy information receivers' constant demands for transparency.
The transparency of transparency requirements can also be problematic
There are instances where being transparent about why transparency requirements cannot be fulfilled can also be harmful. This is because the disclosure of such information can also reveal information that is classified or should be kept under secrecy regulations, and such disclosure will therefore lead to unwanted transparency. FOIA discusses such a refusal of transparency about transparency in Part I, Section 17(4):
A public authority is not obliged to make a statement under subsection (1)(c) or (3) if, or to the extent that, the statement would involve the disclosure of information which would itself be exempt information.
Therefore, a transparency management tool should also represent these peculiarities of transparency, as is reflected and captured in our transparency modelling language [33] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented and discussed four reference models for transparency requirements in information systems. We examined the interdependencies amongst these reference models and how they should be considered during the management of transparency requirements. The reference models were then utilised in order to investigate FOIA and its strengths and weaknesses from an information receiver's perspective, and to recommend amendments where possible. We believe that these reference models together have the potential to capture and manage the peculiarities of transparency requirements, and therefore, they can form a solid foundation for any discourse on transparency requirements.
The reference models on transparency yield several benefits by providing a discourse on transparency requirements which can be used in addressing transparency not only in businesses and their information systems, but also in other domains where information flow occurs. For example, the reference models have been already used to address transparency requirements of people with mild cognitive impairment living in smart homes [2] . The reference models also provide a foundation for systematically investigating transparency requirements from a requirements engineering perspective for elicitation, documentation, and specification. For example, they have proved useful in the design of a transparency modelling language, called TranspLan, which aims to model and analyse the transparency requirements of stakeholders in a business information system [33] .
There are several possible future works based on these reference models. One possibility is to validate and evaluate the reference models, e.g., by using an ontological approach [19] . Another possible future work is to apply the reference models in other domains where the transparency of information is relevant and important, similar to the work already conducted on the transparency requirements of people with mild cognitive impairment in ambient intelligent environments. Researchers from various fields of study, such as management and law, may also use these reference models and their terminology to enrich their communication on transparency, because these reference models provide them with a rich vocabulary with shared understanding.
